




Generosity should be a simple gesture, but complexity defines the choosing of corporate gifts, for they need to express many things. A truly appropriate present 
should thank a client, an employee, or an investor in a way that is both professional and personal, while demonstrating a sense of occasion, reflecting 

thoughtfulness on the part of the benefactor – and, ideally, consummate taste.

A pen is the defining mark of an individual’s identity: one’s signature. Realising that its pens are highly-coveted, and capable of expressing whatever its users 
need to say – from the artistic to the spiritual to the practical – Montegrappa now offers a wide selection of its pens as the ideal gifts to promote a business, or 

simply as a way to say thank-you to a deserving recipient.

Montegrappa’s Parola, Fortuna, Espressione and NeroUno families each possess a specific look, the styles suiting different corporate profiles and requirements. 
They range from contemporary to classical, with assorted colours personalising further the sentiment being expressed.  As a special service to our corporate 

clients, Montegrappa can provide custom levels of brand identification, accommodating logos or individuals’ names.

Luxurious and desirable, a Montegrappa writing instrument is a gift that any recipient would be delighted to acquire. It stays with the owner, in a pocket or 
purse, finding purpose at work, when travelling, or – most personally of all – when adding an entry to one’s diary or memoirs.  Just as a Montegrappa pen will 

forever communicate its owner’s thoughts, the initial presentation, as a well-deserved gift, will make a statement as memorable as any.





Montegrappa Pens
Montegrappa’s ability to customise its creations ensures that the personality of the recipient is embodied in a unique writing instrument, specific to tastes or preferences. 

A host of skills comes into play to realise the expression of the individual, from engraving to choices of embellishments in precious metals or stones.



Espressione, in perfect Italian spirit and style, combines minimalist design with fine materials: mother-of-pearl resin and rhodium plated trim. 
The all-new Espressione features an octagonal-shaped cap’s band, designed so that the pen will stand still when placed on a desktop. The band 
is finely engraved and enamelled with Montegrappa’s typical Greek fretwork. Featuring an impressive array of brand new colours including 
the vibrant Cobalt Blue, the elegant “Testa di Moro” (Dark Brown), the classic Smoked Black and the evocative Amazon Green, Espressione is 

available in fountain pen, rollerball pen, twist-action ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil versions.

Espressione



Mechanical pencil

ISEPCQAB
ISEPCQAG
ISEPCQAC
ISEPCQAW

Twist-action ballpoint pen

ISEPCBAB
ISEPCBAG
ISEPCBAC
ISEPCBAW

Rollerball pen

ISEPCRAB
ISEPCRAG
ISEPCRAC
ISEPCRAW

Fountain pen

ISEPC_AB
ISEPC_AG
ISEPC_AC
ISEPC_AW

Colours

Amazon Green

Cobalt Blue

Dark Brown

Smoked Black



Diamond Engraving on grip section Diamond Engraving 
on cap’s ornament



Personalise Your Espressione Pen 
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The Espressione Collection may be customised with an engraving or logo of your choice either on the pen’s grip section, or on the cap’s top ornament (as shown in the 
pictures on the left page). The position on grip section may be chosen by client. Client may select any of the above fonts.



“Parola” is Italian for “word”. Thanks to the spoken and written word, mankind has progressed and evolved into a more refined and educated 
society. “Parola” pays homage to the importance of the word. Its minimalistic look and the eye-catching colour range have been designed to 
appeal to all tastes. Parola is available as fountain pen, roller ball, twist-action ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil in Solid Black, Snow White, 

Performance Red, Mauve and Navy Blue resin. 

Parola



Mechanical pencil

ISWOTQAB
ISWOTQAW
ISWOTQAR
ISWOTQAD
ISWOTQAL

Twist-action ballpoint pen

ISWOTBAB
ISWOTBAW
ISWOTBAR
ISWOTBAD
ISWOTBAL

Rollerball pen 

ISWOTRAB
ISWOTRAW 
ISWOTRAR
ISWOTRAD
ISWOTRAL

Fountain pen

ISWOT_AB
ISWOT_AW
ISWOT_AR
ISWOT_AD
ISWOT_AL

Colours

White

Black

Navy Blue

Mauve

Red



Laser Engraving on resin Colour Printing on resin
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Personalise Your Parola Pen
The Parola Collection may be customised with an engraving or logo of your choice on the side of cap or on the cap’s band (as shown in the pictures).

Client may select any of the above fonts.



Fortuna was the Goddess of Fortune, the personification of luck according to the ancient Romans. At Montegrappa, we strongly believe that luck is irrefutably linked to virtue, while 
education is the foundation onto which an individual develops and nurtures his or her innate talents. For this reason, we have created our new Fortuna collection, with an eye to 

those who still indulge in the pleasure of writing. It is our wish that these pens will engender the good luck that they deserve.

Fortuna is available as a fountain pen (cartridge/converter fed), roller ball, twist-action ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil. It is offered exclusively in black resin, made personal by 
accents in a choice of three different trim finishes: rhodium, rose gold or ruthenium.

Fortuna



Mechanical pencil

ISFORQPC
ISFORQRC
ISFORQLC

Twist-action ballpoint pen

ISFORBPC
ISFORBRC
ISFORBLC

Rollerball pen

ISFORRPC
ISFORRRC
ISFORRLC

Fountain pen

ISFOR_PC
ISFOR_RC
ISFOR_LC

Finishes

Rhodium

Rose Gold

Ruthenium



Laser Engraving on resin Colour Printing on resin



Personalise Your Fortuna Pen
The Fortuna Collection may be customised with an engraving or logo of your choice on the side of cap or on the cap’s band (as shown in the pictures).

Client may select any of the above fonts.








Diamond Engraving 
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Fortuna Skull

Bespoke Designs
The Fortuna Collection offers endless opportunities for personalisation. The pictures below show some examples. Our design team may be consulted for the creation of 

tailor-made solutions. This can include brand new themes or motifs as well as patterns that incorporate clients’ logos, coat-of-arms or symbols.       



Fortuna Skull Fortuna Angel



Fortuna Ukraine



Fortuna Ukraine Fortuna Time



The style of over one hundred years of craftsmanship and the soul of an entire country come together in the design of Montegrappa’s NeroUno.

The elegance of NeroUno lies in its minimalistic simplicity, while the details echo the typical features of Montegrappa in a modern key: the clip with the small rotating sphere and 
the typical octagonal shape, emphasised by the original cap top and combined with the innovative design of the 18K gold nib.

NeroUno, in precious black resin with platinum-plated, red gold or ruthenium finish, is available in fountain pen, rollerball pen, ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil versions.

NeroUno



Mechanical pencil

ISNUCQAC

Twist-action ballpoint pen

ISNUCBAC

Rollerball pen

ISNUCRAC

Fountain pen

ISNUC_AC



Laser Engraving on resin Colour Printing on resin



The NeroUno Collection may be customised with an engraving or logo of your choice on the side of cap or on the cap’s band (as shown in the pictures).
Client may select any of the above fonts.

Personalise Your NeroUno Pen







Diamond Engraving 
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NeroUno Watches 
A natural extension to the iconic NeroUno line, Montegrappa has collaborated with the finest Swiss watchmakers to create a line of timepieces, which respects the brand’s 

core elements while acknowledging the role of the modern watch.



Quartz Watch 
Steel case, silver dial and leather strap

Mod. IDNUWAIW

Quartz Watch 
Steel case, black dial and leather strap

Mod. IDNUWAIB



Quartz Watch 
Gun Metal case, black dial 

and leather strap

Mod. IDNLWAIB

Quartz Watch 
Gun Metal case, gray dial 
and leather strap

Mod.  IDNLWAIJ



Quartz Watch 
Rose Gold PVD case, silver dial and leather strap

Mod. IDNRWAIW

Quartz Watch 
Rose Gold PVD case, black dial and leather strap

Mod. IDNRWAIB



Parola Watch 
Stainless Steel watch, 

black dial and stainless steel bracelet

Mod. IDWOWAA1

Parola Watch 
Stainless Steel watch, 
silver dial and stainless steel bracelet

Mod. IDWOWAA2

Now the Parola ethos has been applied to an exciting new wristwatch which shares aesthetic details with the pens.

Parola Watches 



Augmented by the date and powered by a Swiss-made Ronda quartz movement, 
the Fortuna Three-Handed Watch turns time into a elegant statement.

Fortuna Watches 

Silver Dial, 
Black Leather Strap

Mod. IDFOWALJ

Brown Dial, 
Brown Leather Strap

Mod. IDFOWAMM



Gunmetal Dial, 
Black Leather Strap

Mod. IDFOWALG

Blue Dial, 
Steel Bracelet

Mod. IDFOWAID



NeroUno Cufflinks
Stainless steel with onyx inlay

Mod. IDNUCLOS

NeroUno Cufflinks
Stainless steel with resin inlay

Mod. IDNUCLRS

NeroUno Cufflinks
Stainless steel, Gun Metal PVD  with onyx inlay

Mod. IDNLCLOS

NeroUno Cufflinks
Stainless steel, Gun Metal PVD  with metal inlay

Mod. IDNLCLIS

NeroUno Cufflinks
Stainless steel, Rose Gold  PVD  with onyx inlay

Mod. IDNRCLOS

Few are the accessories that a true gentleman can wear or use. No doubt cufflinks are among the most elegant and exclusive. Montegrappa has created a wide range of cufflinks 
to complement some of their most successful pen collections. 

Cufflinks 



NeroUno Linea Cufflinks
Gun Metal PVD, Onyx Inlay

Mod. IDNLCLI0

NeroUno Linea Cufflinks
Stainless steel with Onyx inlay 

Mod. IDNUCLI0

NeroUno Linea Cufflinks
Stainless steel, Rose Gold PVD, onyx Inlay.

Mod. IDNRCLI0

NeroUno Linea Cufflinks
Stainless steel with metal Inlay

Mod. IDNUCLI1

Emblema Cufflinks
Stainless steel 

 Mod IDEBCLI0

Cufflinks 



Filigree Collection
In 2012, the year of its centenary, Montegrappa turned to a geometric shape that recurs throughout its designs: the octagon. This eight-sided geometric figure

has characterised numerous Montegrappa writing instruments including the Reminiscence, the Privilege, the Symphony, the Emblema and the NeroUno.

In recognition of this primal, elemental form, our new Filigree collection of men’s accessories draws inspiration from the patterned texture that graces cufflinks, tie clips, 
key rings and money clips. Filigree is a pattern of octagons that repeats to form a carpet of fascinating and arresting appearance.

It is a design that also recognises diverse cultures where it can be found in fabrics, architecture, furniture and other forms, from as far afield as India, the Middle East, Russia 
and South America. In creating a texture that consists of repeated octagons, the Italian eye for contrasting surfaces has produced both brushed and polished segments on a 

stainless steel base. It is both contemporary and eternal.



Filigree Collection

Cufflinks

Stainless Steel
Mod. IDOMCLPR

Gun Metal PVD
Mod. IDOMCLLS

Gun Metal PVD
Mod. IDOMCLLS

Rose Gold PVD
Mod.  IDOMCLLS



Tie Clips

Stainless Steel
Mod. IDOMTCPØ

Rose Gold PVD
Mod. IDOMTCRØ

Gun Metal PVD 
Mod.  IDOMTCLØ

Money Clips
Stainless Steel

Mod. IDOMMCPØ

Gun Metal PVD
Mod. IDOMMCLØ

Rose Gold PVD
Mod.  IDOMMCRØ

Rose Gold PVD
Mod.  IDOMKRRR



Tie Clips
Key Rings

Stainless Steel
Mod. IDOMKRPR

Gun Metal PVD
Mod. IDOMKRLR

Rose Gold PVD
Mod.  IDOMKRRR



Black Passport Holder 
With Two Card Slots

Mod.  IC01PALC

Black Credit Card Holder & Wallet 
With Eight Card Slots, Two Side Pockets 
& Capped Ballpoint Pen (included)

Mod.  IC01CPLC



Leather Collection
For those who cherish their NeroUno pens, watches and cufflinks, the same design spirit imbues a selection of wallets, billfolds, a passport holder, business card holder, credit 
card holders, a credit card holder with capacity for a pen, key holders and a holder for protecting a single pen. NeroUno leather accessories are available in both glossy black 
leather and in black crocodile pattern leather. Each item is identified by a metal emblem octagonal in shape and mounted with a faceted black crystal. This recalls the top of 

the NeroUno pen, as well as the crown of the NeroUno watch, a visual motif to symbolise the NeroUno milieu. 

Croco Credit Card Holder & Wallet 
With Eight Card Slots, Two Side Pockets 

& Capped Ballpoint Pen (included)

Mod.  IC01CPCC

Croco Passport Holder 
With Two Card Slots

Mod. IC01PACC



Black Wallet With Six Card Slots, 
Two Side Pockets and Currency Divider

Mod.  IC01WALC

Black Wallet With Coins Pocket, Currency Divider, 
Three Card Slots  & One Side Pocket

Mod.  IC01WCLC



Croco Wallet With Six Card Slots, 
Two Side Pockets  and Currency Divider

Mod. IC01WACC

Croco Wallet With Coins Pocket, Currency Divider, 
Three Card Slots & One Side Pocket

Mod. IC01WCCC



Black Wallet With Eight Card Slots, 
Currency Divider and Extractable Credit Card Holder 

with Eight Pockets

Mod.  IC01WBLC

Black Business Card Holder With Large Front Pocket, 
One Side Pocket & Two Pockets For Credit Cards

Mod.  IC01BCLC



Croco Wallet With Eight Card Slots, 
Currency Divider and Extractable Credit Card Holder 
with Eight Pockets

Mod.  IC01WBCC

Croco Business Card Holder With Large  Front Pocket,  
One Side Pocket  & Two Pockets For Credit Cards

Mod. IC01BCCC



Black Single Pen Holder

Mod.  IC01SPLC

Octagonal Key Holder Black

Mod.  IC01KRLC

Narrow 
Key Holder Black

Mod.  IC02KRLC

Double-Sided Large Credit Card Holder 
In Black, With Eight Card Slots, 
Four Side Pockets and Currency Pocket

Mod. IC01LCLC

Double-Sided Black Credit Card Holder 
With Four Card Slots & Currency Pocket

Mod.  IC01CCLC



Croco Single Pen Holder

Mod.  IC01SPCC

Double-Sided Large Credit Card Hol-
der In Croco, With Eight Card Slots, 

Four Side Pockets and Currency Pocket

Mod.  IC01LCCC

Double-Sided Croco Credit Card 
Holder With Four Card Slots 

& Currency Pocket

Mod.  IC01CCCC

Octagonal Key Holder Croco

Mod.  IC01KRCC

Narrow Key Holder Croco

Mod.  IC02KRCC



 External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + watch insert
Mod.  IKSDINI2Gift Set Boxes

Exceptional products deserve exceptional packaging and make Montegrappa the ideal choice for a an elegant gift. 
Create your own sets combining pens, watches, cufflinks, wallets and fragrance.



 External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + watch insert
Mod.  IKSDINI2Gift Set Boxes



External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + cufflinks insert
Mod. IKSDINI1

External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + wallet insert
Mod.  IKSDINI3



External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + cufflinks insert
Mod. IKSDINI1

External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + wallet insert
Mod.  IKSDINI3



 External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + watch + cuff-links insert
Mod.  IKSDINI0

External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen+Cufflinks+Fragrance insert
Mod.  IKSDIN04    



 External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen + watch + cuff-links insert
Mod.  IKSDINI0

External Box 
Mod.  IKSDCBI0

Pen+Cufflinks+Fragrance insert
Mod.  IKSDIN04    





One of Montegrappa’s most popular areas of expertise is the creation of limited editions. Our artisans are called upon to ensure that 
their skills render every one of Montegrappa’s limited editions as truly special objets d’art. 

Among the many techniques employed by our artisans are hand-painted enamel, sculpture at a microscopic level, lost-wax casting, 
vitreous enamelling, cold-enamelling, fretwork, hand-etching, deep drawing, bas (or ‘low’) relief engraving, pavé gem setting and 

other methodologies adapted from the arts and from jewellery-making. 

Our Bespoke division deals specifically with the creation of exclusive collections of writing instruments or one-of-a-kind commissions.
Every year, we manufacture a number of extraordinary pens for governments, public or private corporations and private individuals.

Every Montegrappa Bespoke creation soon becomes something else: a collector’s item.

Limited Editions





Cosmopolitan Russia
FRETWORK: An example of Montegrappa’s skill with fretwork design can be found in the Cosmopolitan Russia pen, which featu-
res fretwork design’s cut-out areas and low-relief engraving, plus lacquering for the Russian flag on top of the cap. Fretwork was devi-
sed to create a pleasant colour contrast between a precious metal layer and the background material, which may be resin or celluloid. 

Once created, fretwork is finished by hand, using a skilled artisan to remove any rough filing, then polish the fretwork.



Cosmopolitan Moscow
LOW-RELIEF ENGRAVING: Cosmopolitan Moscow and St Petersburg are among the pens that feature low-relief engraving, 
first used by Montegrappa for the commemorative fountain pen celebrating the company’s 80th Anniversary. Low-relief engraving 
achieves a three-dimensional effect through the cutting of a metal surface with linear cuts of differing depths and removing small 

amounts of material 



Cosmopolitan Moscow

Cosmopolitan Saint Petersburg



Cosmopolitan Palacio de Bellas Artes - Mexico
LACQUERING: Our Palacio de Bellas Artes features low-relief engraving enhanced by lacquering the Mexican flag on top of cap 
and lost-wax casting for the replica of the dome of the building on top of cap. The lacquering adds a subtle touch of colour, to enhance 

the monochromatic shades of the metalwork.



Cosmopolitan Palacio de Bellas Artes - Mexico
HAND PAINTING: For a true sense that an object’s design could only be achieved by the touch of a skilled illustrator, our
hand-painted pens are truly individual works of art. As shown in this picture, an image of choice by the client may be painted 

by hand on the body of the pen. It is the ultimate in personalisation.



Flag Pen
DIFFUSION BONDING: The process was originally developed for the production of avionic instrumentation panels for the 
aerospace industry.  The diffusion bonding process allows resins of different colours to be joined without the use of solvents or 
adhesives. The plastic material is joined at a molecular level which ensures that any future thermal expansion or contraction of 

the material will not have a detrimental effect.  Diffusion bonded joints are invisible to the naked eye and are very strong.



Flag Pen CosmopolitanNuestra senora de Guadalupe~

HAND-ETCHING: Our Virgen de Guadalupe pen is hand-etched and the colour on the image of the Virgin is obtained through the 
application of ceramic material. The art of hand-etching involves the creation of the original artist’s design, which is then reduced to 
the desired size of the finished object. Using tracing paper, metal scribes, burins and scalpels, the artist creates a unique image in metal.



Personalised Limited Edition Packaging



Personalised Limited Edition Packaging



Elmo & Montegrappa S.p.A.
via Cà Erizzo 43/45 - 36061 Bassano del Grappa (VI)

Tel: +39.0424.522232 - Fax: +39.0424.523975
contact@montegrappa.com - www.montegrappa.com

Follow us on:
http://www.facebook.com/MontegrappaItalia |        https://twitter.com/Montegrappa1912 

       http://www.youtube.com/user/MontegrappaItalia |          http://instagram.com/montegrappaitalia
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